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- Architects
  - Design West Architects, PC
  - VCBO Architecture
  - MHTN Architects
  - FFKR Architects
  - NJRA Architects Inc
  - GSBS Architects
  - KNIT Designing Community
  - Bott Pantone Architects
  - Naylor Wentworth Lund Architects
- Electrical Engineers
  - Envision Engineering
  - BNA LLC
  - Spectrum Engineers Inc
- Mechanical Engineers
  - VBFA Engineers
  - Olsen & Peterson Consulting Engineers Inc
  - Colvin Engineering Associates
  - David L Jensen and Associates Inc
  - WHW Engineering, LLC
- Structural Engineers
  - ARW Engineers
  - BHB Consulting Engineers Inc
  - Calder Richards Consulting Engineers LLC
  - Reaveley Engineers
  - Ensign Engineering and Land Surveying
- Civil Engineers
  - CRS Consulting Engineers Inc
  - Ensign Engineering
  - Galloway & Company Inc
  - Meridian Engineering Inc
  - Great Basin Engineering
  - Jones & Associates Consulting Engineers